We report the results from Mayer-sampling Monte Carlo calculations of the virial coefficients of the united-atom TraPPE-UA model of normal alkanes. For alkane chain lengths from n = 2 to 20 ͑where n is the number of carbon atoms͒, results are given for the virial coefficients B 2 , B 3 , and B 4 ; results for B 5 are given for chains up to length n = 12; and results for B 6 are given for chains of length n =2, 3, and 4. In all cases, values are given for temperatures ranging from 200 K to 2000 K in 20-50 K increments. The values are used to calculate the equation of state for butane and the pressure-density behavior is compared to experimental data at 350 and 550 K. Critical points are calculated for all systems and compared to simulation data previously taken for the same molecular model, and to experiment. The comparison with temperature is very good ͑within 1.5% for all chain lengths up to n =12͒, while the critical density is underestimated by about 5%-15% and the critical pressure is given within about 10%. The convergence behavior of the virial equation of state as applied across the n-alkane series is well characterized by corresponding states, meaning that the accuracy at a given density relative to the critical density does not deteriorate with increasing chain length.
I. INTRODUCTION
Modeling of chain molecules is a topic of longstanding interest, and while methods are becoming increasingly atomistic in nature, thermodynamic models still rely on highly idealized treatments of the inter-and intra-atomic interactions. In contrast, molecular simulations can accommodate highly detailed models, so they need not invoke severe approximations in the descriptions of the interactions. The price paid for this capability is a loss of analyticity; instead of an equation of state, molecular simulation yields a collection of data. Models can be fit to the data, of course, but this approach is not as clean as an equation of state formulated on a well-defined, albeit idealized molecular model.
The virial equation of state ͑VEOS͒ provides a compromise between thermodynamic models and molecular simulations. 1 The VEOS is a density expansion written with respect to an ideal-gas reference, and is written as follows:
2 + B 3 3 + B 4 4 +¯, ͑1͒
where P and are the pressure and number density, respectively, ␤ =1/ kT with T, the absolute temperature and k, Boltzmann's constant, and B i is the ith virial coefficient, which is independent of density. We will denote as VEOSi the VEOS when truncated so that the highest order term that is included is B i . Unlike parameters for traditional engineering models, the virial coefficients appearing in the VEOS have a rigorous connection to the molecular interactions. Interactions among only a few molecules at a time are needed, so the VEOS can potentially be applied to even more realistic models than typically used in molecular simulation. Of course, it suffers also from the significant limitation that it is valid only at low density, but the question of how low the density must be for the virial equation to be relevant has not been addressed in a comprehensive way. This is largely due to the difficulty of calculating high-order virial coefficients, which require evaluation of many-dimensional integrals over translational, rotational, and internal degrees of freedom of i molecules for the coefficient B i . For this reason there are very few results for virial coefficients for chain molecules beyond B 2 . 2 A notable exception is the work of Vega, 3 who examined hardsphere chains, computing coefficients up to B 4 for chain lengths of as much as 100 using an approach in which the different conformations of the chains are viewed as different components of a mixture. The advent of the Mayer-sampling Monte Carlo method 4 has enabled the calculation of coefficients up to at least B 5 for multiatomic molecules 5, 6 without much difficulty, including those that are not based on purely repulsive potentials, so we are positioned to investigate the applicability of the VEOS for a broader range of systems.
In the present work, we examine application to chain molecules. We examine in particular the virial coefficients for model n-alkanes up to C 20 . Our calculations are based on the TraPPE-UA model, 7 which has been formulated to describe vapor-liquid coexistence well, and thus it aims to provide a good model for the gas phase. We consider how the coefficients and the convergence behavior of the VEOS vary with chain length, and we are particularly interested in the ability of the VEOS to identify the location of the critical point.
In Sec. II, we describe the models and briefly review the methods used to calculate the virial coefficients. Then in Sec. III we present and discuss results before concluding in Sec. IV. 
II. MODELS AND METHODS

A. Model
All of our calculations are based on the TraPPE-UA model parameters for alkanes. 7 The model employs a unitedatom ͑no explicit hydrogens͒ representation of the alkyl segments, which are modeled with a Lennard-Jones potential describing nonbonded interactions. Internal degrees of freedom include bond bending described by a harmonic bondbending potential, and torsion with an associated dihedral potential. Fixed bond lengths are enforced for neighboring segments, so no bond stretching is permitted.
B. Evaluation of virial coefficients
The virial coefficients are given in terms of cluster integrals involving interactions among i molecules for the coefficient B i . The classical second virial coefficient is
The integral is performed over all positions r 1 and r 2 in a volume V, which is taken to be infinite. In practice, we effect the division by V by holding the position of molecule 1 fixed. The symbols 1 and 2 represent all orientational and internal ͑conformation͒ coordinates of molecules 1 and 2, respectively, and U i ͑ i ͒ is the intramolecular energy for molecule i. The integrals over are normalized by dividing by ⍀ ϵ͐e −␤U͑͒ d. Also, f 12 = exp͑−␤u͑r 1 , r 2 , 1 , 2 ͒͒ is the Mayer function, where u is the total intermolecular energy between molecules 1 and 2. Expressions for higher order coefficients B i involve sums of integrals over i molecules with the number of integrals growing rapidly with i. 8 For nonrigid molecules having intramolecular degrees of freedom-which includes molecules of interest hereadditional contributions arise in the expressions for the virial coefficients B 3 and higher. 9 These contributions result, for example, from the fact that the interactions of one molecule with a second will affect the distribution of conformations adopted by the latter, which in turn influences its interactions with a third molecule. The result is that this chain of interactions cannot be decomposed into separate 1-2 and 2-3 integrations, precluding a cancellation with products of such two-body integrals, a cancellation that does occur for rigid molecules.
Mayer-sampling Monte Carlo ͑MSMC͒ ͑Ref. 4͒ is a general approach to calculation of the cluster integrals in which the configurations of the molecules are sampled according to a Markov process, much as is done in a standard Metropolis Monte Carlo ͑MC͒ simulation. 10 Previous applications have focused on monatomic molecules 4 and rigid multiatomics, 5 but the method is equally well applied to flexible molecules, 6 particularly the chain molecules of interest here. The sampling is performed of all molecular coordinates represented in the integrals above. Configurations are weighted according to the absolute value of the Mayer-function integrand f 12 e −␤U 1 e −␤U 2 , or sum of integrands for coefficients B i , i Ͼ 3 that are given in terms of more than one cluster integral. The integrals are calculated using ideas derived from methods used to compute the free energy. 11 In most cases, we employ overlap sampling with Bennett's optimization, 12 for which the working equation in MSMC becomes 5, 13 
Here we use ⌫ to represent a general cluster integral or virial coefficient, ␥ is the corresponding integrand ͑or sum of integrands͒ needed for its calculation, is the function used to weight the sampling of configurations. The subscript 0 indicates a value for a known reference system, distinguishing it from the target system, which is absent a subscript. The angle brackets specify an ensemble average weighted by or 0 . Also ␥ OS is the overlap function, given in terms of the target and reference integrands as
where ␣ is a parameter selected to optimize the convergence of the calculation. Additionally, the distribution of computational effort expended between sampling the and 0 systems is balanced to ensure that their marginal contribution to the stochastic error of the result is equalized. As a reference system, we use monatomic hard spheres of diameter equal to ͑in angstrom͒ HS = CH 3 + 0.5n C , where CH 3 = 3.75 Å is the diameter of a TRaPPE-UA methyl group and n C is the number of carbon atoms in the chain. The reference integrand ␥ 0 is the same function as ␥ but with the hard-sphere potential, and the sampling weights are just the absolute values of the integrand: = ͉␥͉, 0 = ͉␥ 0 ͉. When calculating the reference integrand, ␥ 0 , we represent the molecules as hard spheres centered at the molecule's geometric center. Calculation of terms arising from molecular flexibility requires a variation on the MSMC method, but largely the approach is the same. We will report details of this procedure in a future publication.
C. Simulation details
MSMC simulations are performed in an infinite volume with no periodic boundaries and no truncation of the potential. One molecule is fixed at the origin, and the vanishing of at large separations ensures that none of the molecules stray too far from it. It is worth remembering that in MSMC simulations, the weighting function does not prohibit sampling of configurations in which there is overlap of the repulsive cores of atoms on different molecules. Thus there is no steric hindrance to sampling. Some representative configurations observed during MSMC simulations are shown in Fig. 1 .
The MSMC simulations included several types of MC moves to sample configurations. All simulations included moves that would translate any one of the molecules except the first ͑which is fixed at the origin͒. All simulations also included rotation moves, which were applied to a molecule selected at random ͑including the first molecule͒. Simulations of C 3 and higher included a move that selects a random atom from a molecule and moves it while keeping the bond lengths fixed. For simulations of C 4 and higher, we included another move that selects a torsion bond and rotates the molecule about it. The two parts of the molecule on either side of the torsion bond are rotated by / 2 and − / 2, respectively, where is the desired overall rotation angle. The new bond angle is selected from a Boltzmann distribution ͑determined numerically͒ for the torsion potential, allowing the simulation to quickly sample trans and gauche conformations.
The total amount of sampling performed varied considerably with chain length and order of the coefficient being computed. At least five independent calculations were performed for each case, and the quoted confidence limits are based on the standard error of the mean of the independent runs. Each such simulation sampled at least 10 8 configurations, including an equilibration phase that occupied 7.5% of the total run.
Calculation of molecular-flexibility contributions were completed for most but not all of the virial-coefficient/alkane combinations. In particular, we did not attempt calculation of these contributions to B 5 for chains longer than C 5 , and we performed calculation of no such contributions to B 6 for any of the alkane models. The molecular-flexibility contributions were not determined with the same precision as the usual virial coefficient terms due to the relatively high cost of computing the additional contributions, and most values were moreover statistically zero. Their main effect in the systems studied here is to significantly reduce the precision we are able to report for the full virial coefficients, without significantly changing the computed values of the coefficients themselves. We report data both with and without these contributions.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We calculated coefficients B 2 , B 3 , and B 4 for alkanes up to C 20 ͑we indicate the normal alkane species by referencing just the number of carbons͒; we further calculated B 5 for alkanes up to C 8 and B 6 up to C 4 . Values were computed for temperatures ranging from 200 K ͑sometimes lower͒ to 2000 K ͑sometimes higher͒ in 20-50 K increments. The upper range of temperature exceeds the decomposition temperature of real alkanes, but this is not an issue for the calculations.
All coefficients are presented as a function of temperature in Fig. 2 , and the data are tabulated in files that are given in the supplementary material.
14 The results presented in Fig.  2 are scaled to highlight the similarity of the curves for different alkane lengths n. The temperature is scaled by the critical temperature of the model alkane ͑as determined from the data of Martin and Siepmann, 7 extrapolated as a function of 1 / n if needed͒, and the virial coefficient B i is scaled by the alkane chain length n raised to the i − 1 power. Given that the critical mass density is found to be insensitive to chain length, this scaling has an effect similar to scaling by the critical molar density. The scaling is effective in putting the virial coefficients for different alkanes into the same frame, but significant differences do remain, showing the limits of this corresponding-states presentation. The figure shows the virial coefficients including only the biconnected-diagram contributions, without any corrections for molecular flexibility. We find that in only very few cases are such contributions significant ͑being both statistically different from zero, and larger than the confidence limits on the biconnecteddiagram value͒. In particular for B 3 , they contribute 5% of the total value for C 20 at low to moderate temperatures, and less for shorter chains. For B 4 and B 5 , the value of the corrections cannot be distinguished from zero statistically. Thus introducing them in Fig. 2 would largely have the effect of adding noise to the curves, making it difficult to perceive the overall trends. In Fig. 3 , we demonstrate the convergence behavior of VEOS ͑with coefficients including the molecular-flexibility contribution͒ while comparing to the experimental data, by selecting butane for this example. Two temperatures are shown, one subcritical with density plotted up to saturation, and one supercritical with density plotted up to about 30% above the critical density. For the subcritical case, the VEOS converges quickly, although the equation of state differs somewhat from experiment. The deviation is present over the whole density range, and indicates inaccuracy in B 2 . Martin and Siepmann 7 computed B 2 for some of their alkane models and compared them to experiment, and this limit of the TraPPE-UA model has already been examined and discussed by them. The shortcoming represents a compromise required for a nonpolarizable model to describe vapor-liquid coexistence behavior. The comparison at supercritical conditions, which extends to a much higher density than the subcritical case, shows the progress toward convergence of VEOS with VEOS6 apparently providing an accurate description of the alkane model's behavior over the whole range of density shown. In comparison to experiment, the inaccuracy of B 2 is harder to detect and accordingly, it is less significant overall. Given the inherent limitation in reproducing B 2 , the TraPPE-UA model is not so bad in capturing the larger behavior, which is consistent with its formulation as an effective two-body potential. The compromise that permits it to capture adequately both low-and medium-density behavior is evident in the figure.
The critical point for a pure substance is given from the equation of state by the conditions
We apply the VEOS ͑with molecular-flexibility corrections included, when known͒ to determine the temperature and density at which the first two equations are satisfied, with the temperature dependence evaluated via interpolation of the tabulated virial coefficients. 16 As we noted in our study of Lennard-Jones mixtures, 17 there are some isolated cases in which the criteria for criticality are not satisfied for any temperature or density when evaluated using VEOS truncated at some order. In such cases, we can identify conditions at which the criteria are most nearly satisfied, and in our experience, these values provide a meaningful estimate of the critical point. The situation is shown schematically in Fig. 4 . The line shown there describes the behavior of the second derivative ‫ץ‬ 2 P / ‫ץ‬ 2 when plotted at conditions of temperature and density for which the first derivative is zero, ‫ץ‬P / ‫ץ‬ = 0. Two cases are shown. In one case, we find a point at which ‫ץ‬ 2 P / ‫ץ‬ 2 is zero, so a true critical point is indicated. In the other case, there is no point for which ‫ץ‬ 2 P / ‫ץ‬ 2 is zero, so no critical point is indicated. Instead, we use the location of the maximum as a "near-miss" critical point. In this study, we encountered a near-miss critical point for only two instances, specifically VEOS5 for C 10 and C 12 .
We calculate the confidence limits on the critical points using a Monte Carlo process in which we perturb the virial coefficients by sampling from a Gaussian with standard deviation equal to the standard error of the mean. We do this for all the virial coefficients appearing in VEOSi and recalculate the critical properties each time. This is repeated 40 times and the collection of results for each critical property are subjected to the usual error analysis to generate their confidence limits. In a small number of instances, the perturbed set of coefficients would no longer yield a critical point even though a critical point is found for the nominal set of coefficient values. This situation arose in the following cases: C 2 / VEOS6, 5% of the perturbed coefficients produced only a near-miss critical; 15% for C 3 / VEOS6; 7.5% for C 4 / VEOS6; and 7.5% for C 8 / VEOS5. These near-miss cases were discarded and not used for the error estimation. We also point out that the perturbation process a few times produced coefficients for which VEOS yielded a critical point even though the nominal coefficients found only the near-miss case. Thus for VEOS5 for C 10 , 27.5% of the perturbed coefficients found a critical point, while 15% did for C 12 . For the first case, the near-miss critical point differed from the perturbed-B i critical temperature by about 1%, which is larger than the confidence limits themselves. The unsurprising point taken from this is that use of the near-miss critical point introduces some small inaccuracy that is nonetheless larger than any noise in the values.
The critical properties computed in this way are presented in Fig. 5 and in Table I , where they are compared to established values determined from molecular simulation, as well as experimental values for real alkanes. The comparison is similar to what we observed in applications to the monatomic Lennard-Jones model. The critical temperature is described surprisingly well, all the way up to C 12 , which is the longest chain for which simulation data are available, and even to C 20 considering just the comparison to experiment. The critical pressure shows a good agreement also, although some differences from the simulation values are noticeable ͑the remarkable agreement of VEOS4 for C 16 and C 20 is impressive, but no doubt fortuitous given the agreement of VEOS5 with simulation at C 12 ͒. The critical density agrees much less well with the literature, which we consider to be related to the nonclassical behavior of the equation of state near the critical point. 18 The convergence of VEOS is examined in Fig. 6 . Here we present a map in the temperature-density plane with lines demarcating regions of validity of VEOS to various orders. Specifically, for the line indicated VEOSi, we compute the "remainder" sum r i = ͚ k=i+1 7 ͉B k ͉ k ͑note the absolute value͒ as well as the full sum s = ͚ k=1 7 ͉B k ͉ k ͑where B 1 =1͒; for all points to the left of a given line, the remainder is less than 1% of the full sum. We interpret the line VEOSi as indicating where the next coefficient B i+1 starts to have a significant contribution to the total pressure, so all points to the left of it are well described by VEOS to the indicated order. Data are presented for C 1 , C 2 , C 4 , and C 8 ͑the data for C 1 are the same as given in Ref. 13 for the Lennard-Jones model, with size and energy parameters chosen to model methane͒, with all values reduced by the corresponding critical properties. The anomalous rightward-oriented peaks occur where one of the coefficients in s ͑typically the first one in the sum͒ goes through zero.
The plots show a remarkable consistency of the convergence behavior for the different substances, when viewed in the corresponding-states framework obtained upon scaling by the critical properties. 15 This is a bit surprising, considering that longer-chain molecules are capable of interacting with more molecules at once, and thus one might expect higher-order coefficients to be more important. Offsetting this perhaps is the fact that the critical densities ͑when expressed in moles, not mass͒ decrease with chain length. So if expressed in terms of absolute molar densities-appropriate in the context of counting intermolecular interactions-the convergence region does shrink with increasing chain length for a given VEOSi. Nevertheless fluid behavior is most appropriately gauged in the context of vapor-liquid coexistence, and criticality. In this regard we see that VEOS, applied to modest order in density, is capable of reaching the vapor-phase spinodal density at all temperatures, and does indeed ͑as seen in the comparisons above͒ encompass the critical region ͑notwithstanding effects of nonclassical scaling͒. Even higher densities are obtainable for temperatures beyond the scale of the figure, particularly for the higherorder VEOS; but the upper limit of the plot is already well above the decomposition temperature of the alkanes, so we do not present this extension. 
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
An appealing feature of the VEOS as applied in conjunction with MSMC is the ease to which it is extended to the multiatomic system. The VEOS is formulated at the level of molecules, not atoms, and much of the complexity that accompanies the extension of many statistical mechanical theories to multiatomics does not arise when working with VEOS. The contributions related to molecular flexibility are a bit troublesome to obtain precisely, but the complications accompanying their calculation are not great, and moreover the difficulty of implementing the calculation is not affected by size or structure of the molecules. Otherwise, the primary accommodation that must be made for multiatomics is the added sampling of rotational and conformational degrees of freedom in the MSMC simulations. This however is a trivial burden and no real obstacle to application of the methods to such systems. It is also notable that we require no evaluation of single-molecule conformational partition functions ͓⍀ in Eq. ͑2͔͒, which sometimes arise in other treatments of fluids. These terms cancel when forming the ensemble-average ratios appearing in the MSMC approach. This more than anything is a consequence of the focus on the equation of state; if one is interested in using the VEOS to evaluate internal energies or free energies, then single-molecule averages must be treated as well. Our previous work examining the VEOS in application to the monatomic Lennard-Jones model found that, if applied at sufficiently high order in density, it could accurately describe the pressure-density-temperature behavior over much of the state space away from the condensed liquid, including the subcritical gas phase up to the spinodal, the critical region, and rather high densities for supercritical temperatures. The present study shows that this performance is not diminished when extended to multiatomic molecules, and that the overall convergence properties of VEOS for alkanes is well aligned with corresponding-states theory.
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